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As we all know, Kanye West and close to the incumbent US President Barack Obama, and Obama earlier high-profile official
capacity also responded to Kanye West regarding the upcoming presidential election in 2020. Just past soon, Kanye Mrs. Kim
Kardashian ; on Instagram released a picture placed above Yeezy Boost 350 and 750 pairs of popular shoes, shoe box outside also
noted Obama's name, which is obviously prepared for President gifts. Is this Kanye West is running for president for the first warm-up
to do to prepare? Members also look forward to the follow-up reports requested it.
From London streetwear brand A-COLD-WALL * now announced the latest autumn and winter 2015 catalog, the Made by Milk
Studios in charge of film production. Select the location in southwest London Clapham, trying a different kind of way to present the
London working class and upper class living conditions of each integration, the entire series has brought a jacket, sweater, pants and
other new autumn and winter single product, tailoring and design It may reflect the characteristics of the two classes. Friends want to
know more details, you might brand the venue's official website to browse.
Sports players APC x Nike launched winter 2012 new work
2012-07-12 09:25:48 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: hypebeast] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes network July 12 hearing, APC has always been a "simple" word as their own design purposes, for some of the older
or friends who love the mature wind, it would be a good choice. And it is with Nike's joint planning, is to become the topic of the
quarter, the launch of the shoes well received, of course, the design is relatively simple, easy to mix all kinds of clothing. 
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Related news
< br / > ; followed by a new generation of All Star Chuck Taylor II released converse is also for this pair of classic shoes bring new CT
shroud hi version. Tall cylinder of the shoe body is made of fine texture of the leather, together with the rubber bottom to the same
tone, while retaining the overall simplicity of the same, only in the central part of the metal zipper details to create a strong sense of
avant-garde. Starting the converse CT shroud hi series, a total of three color, are priced at 99 euros were now can through
sivasdescalzo designated shop purchased. (Editor: YOYO)
Dreaming Barcelona Air Jordan VI Retro "Olympic" 2013-12-08 22:05:49
20 years ago, Jordan led the Barcelona Olympic Dream Team Olympic dreams, and therefore a large number of Air Jordan and
engraved commemorative models released in 2012, this Olympic year. But this Olympic colors of Air Jordan VI ; Ray Allen was
wearing in the Sydney Olympics. This will be listed in mid-July, although the engraved version has minor changes, but on the whole
first year is almost no difference. The traditional red and blue colors and translucent outsole revealing all the glory of the Olympic
champion!
Great fresh Nike Air Max 1 Premium NRG 2013-12-08 22:12:09
summer fresh style is what I see Nike Air Max 1 Premium NRG Clash Pack of first impression, Nike football tournament to
commemorate some European countries and the launch of commemorative set. Package includes Air Max 1, Cortez, Tennis
Classic, Street Gato and other classic shoes, and this pair of Nike Air Max 1 Premium NRG most popular, bright skin material full
white face great texture but also enhance the overall beauty, and dotted fluorescent green shoes also laid theme - fresh summer as
one of this summer's hot shoe deserved.
[Chinese shoes Network - when the new equipment] Since the need to maintain the traditional home jersey, Nike has prepared a
2014 New Jersey preparing for the upcoming 2014 World Cup in the United States national team. And predominantly white home
jersey compared overwhelmed Jersey is particularly eye-catching, as the main color of red extends from the chest to the shorts, while
the upper body is coupled with the iconic American flag white blue embellishment; also joined the reinforcing effect by special fonts
and digital numbers. (Media Partner: shoe image) 

; 

;
Nike Black Mamba 24 Spy Shots 2013-12-08 22:30:19
Recently, network exposure Nike Black Mamba 24 spy, Nike Kobe Bryant once again launched a new series for Black Mamba 24,
continues Bryant series has always been to help low style, vamp hyperfuse Technology. The network exposure Five different colors of
Nike Black Mamba 24 which also adds a lot of Kobe fans choice, I believe that the arrival of 24 Nike Black Mamba Kobe Bryant will
make loyal friends who love full of expectations. Currently this shoe no detailed sale information, more detailed report, please
continue to pay attention to us.
Nike LeBron X Low Spy Shots 2013-12-08 22:33:15
Recently, network exposure Nike LeBron X Low spy, spy is not clear, we can see that the future of the upcoming four commercially
available color. In this Nike LeBron X has not yet listed on the exposure time a lot of color to help low version of the Nike LeBron X to
loyal friends who love the little emperor the addition of a look. Spy photos we can see Nike LeBron X Low still follows a very unique
inverted swoosh, while the upper material selection but also gives you unlimited reverie. For more details, please continue to focus
our coverage.
Spy Shots Air Jordan 9 Retro black light olive campus red 2013-12-08 22:20:12



This "light olive" Air Jordan 9 engraved or first thing in 2002, at almost the same color engraved from the first year of release in 1994,
but once this color is not very hot. This time, Jordan Brand will be back "light olive" color of the Air Jordan 9, the latest spy photos
have been revealed. Upper with black leather with light olive suede build, low-key campus dotted red tongue Department, jumpman
logo part at the heel and outsole. This "light olive" Air Jordan 9 Retro will be available November 17 this year.
New Year has just begun, I remember this time last year, White Dunk exhibition sports shoes sector the most vicious speculation
news non-none other than held in Tokyo, Japan, was limited to 202 pairs of baked White Dunk more ballot only at the venue on sale,
very precious, and its subsequently landing Paris Dunk and London Dunk Nike compose a wonderful three price myth! A year in the
past, and now come to worship the three Twin Cities do not note Dunk indeed still is understandable, but it seems a little Out this
year, lead sports shoes adidas men for doing community 35 Memorial Superstar.
Chinese shoes Network October 19 hearing, adidas Originals launched a full leather Leather Pack to create the series in its new
product in a single season. Shoes which contains super popular Superstar, Stan Smith and Qingchunyongzhu classic shoes Forum
Mid. Most are used in the most textured brown oil skin build, and with blue, orange and white canvas embellishment, in the thick of
vintage breath, yet contemporary street fashion spirit. Otherwise a "reverse" Operation Blue Superstar was the purchaser to provide
more choice, fabric-based design for environmentalists will be more attractive.
Australia functional fashion brands Grand Scheme with low-key and full of street clothing featuring increasingly concern. Recently, the
brand released in 2015 autumn and winter series catalog, Grand Scheme of functional fabrics proper use is a major highlight of the
brand, overwhelmed noteworthy performance of a single product waterproof coat and warm with excellent flight jacket, low-key yet
equipped with color printing design tide flavor, perfect presentation style street performance. Currently, the series has been added to
a single product offering, interested friends may wish to start.
Japan's well-known designer Yohji Yamamoto Y-3 dominated recent release of the new autumn and winter Hayworth Guard High
shoes, shoes still look to calm the mysterious black tone-based, shoes use a combination of leather and knitted fabrics composed ,
clear lines of rhythm, of course, did not forget to note the words followed by Yohji Yamamoto's show identity, finally equipped with
black outsole to be completed, the overall feeling of Yohji Yamamoto followed the usual style, simple and full of flavor. Currently, the
shoe had landed ; KITH ; online retail store, priced at $ 560.
If the A Bathing Ape is a street urchin, then Mr.Bathing Ape is a real gentleman trend, recently, Mr.Bathing Ape release brand autumn
series of single products, brands take to mature gentleman blend street fashion design techniques to calm the main colors blessing
iconic ape, camouflage, stripes and other elements, perfectly integrated into a suit and tie, bow tie, and even delicate brooch
gentleman flavor to a single product, mature slightly among youth street style. It is reported that shortly after the series of single
products will be on sale, like a friend, please pay close attention.
Japanese men's magazine "SENSE" recently released Supreme 2015 series of autumn and winter clothing catalog, theme named
"Eyes Without A Face". Shooting from the street, outdoor and skateboarding venues multiple camera angles, the new season will
include plaid wool coat, striped shirt, leather jacket and other single product for demonstration interpretation, and finally finished in
black and white tones and the handling of old photographs showing Catalog Highlights , to provide a different kind of fans you
reference outfit, interested friends may wish to keep abreast of a "SENSE" magazine.
access to certain workplaces, you need some durable footwear. Thus, the Japanese sports brand ASICS recently released a new
"Work Pack" theme retro running shoes to ; Gel Lyte III and ; Gel Lyte V popular series as the blueprint. Rugged shoes suede and
textured leather to create, respectively, as the main tone shades of yellow, D-shaped metal tooling boots shoelace buckle a bit more
tough atmosphere, the insole is printed with an ax and a hammer pattern echoes "Work" topic. Reportedly, the series has been
added to our online shop Sneaker Politics, like a friend might go to buy.
; ; ; through official US confirmation Nike, Beijing Customs has seized 31 pairs of fake Nike shoes, is infringing goods. This morning,
the Beijing Customs announced that at this year seized infringement cases since the first article of footwear.

; ; ; ; According to Beijing Customs statistics, since the beginning of this year, has seized various types of 12 cases suspected of
infringing intellectual property rights. Since this year, it has been protected, "Pfizer", "Sony", "Lancome" "Montblanc" and other
famous international brands trademark.
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, James shooting Nike ad a group of photos displayed on the foot of the
"Parachute Gold" shoes James in Miami to go out, with bicycle helmets and one summer Cool dress day, highlighting the tough style,
the champion put on special domineering extraordinary. 

; ; ; ; ; While Nike LEBRON 11 long exposure, but James Zhan 11 photos on foot so far remains extremely uncommon. (Chinese
shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News, Media Partners: Apparel IT)
Anthony Stoudemire active site of Air Jordan shoes real 2013-12-08 22:31:54 Jordan shoes popular in recent years thanks to the
boom in large part because of personal real with each star, recently, New York Twin Star melon Anthony and Stoudemire will
participate in an activity when wearing the Air Jordan 3, respectively, and two pairs of Air Jordan 4 hot styles. Following last week's
Kobe on foot Air Jordan 4 "Fire Red" charity event, Stoudemire also put on a pair of "Fire Red", and Anthony's Air Jordan 3 "Black
History Month" is even more eye-catching, is indeed Jordan Brand's spokesperson.
Jordan Sixty Club two new colors on sale in October 2013-12-08 22:28:29 today to introduce Mixed shoes Jordan Brand upcoming
October sale Jordan Sixty Club, from shoe name can be seen on the shoe and Before Jordan Brand shoes of a mestizo Jordan 60+
have similar ideas, midsole and outsole shoe Air Jordan Alpha 1 uses the same format, the shoe side, heel and tongue are made of
the concept of Air Jordan 2, Air 5 of the upper Jordan, Air Jordan shoe buckle 3, etc. can be found on the traces of these shoes,
October will be the first sale of two colors, priced at $ 115, like friends can look at.
Reebok sports players, "New York Knicks" retro basketball shoes
2003-10-15 09:59:07 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; Print ; Close 
just signed with the NBA team producing 29 commodities Reebok, is NBA merchandise is currently the only sports brand produce.
Debut of the new retro basketball shoes, emphasizing the classic style, large rubber-soled and retro big logo, and in colors such as
yellow and orange color ... Blue and purple Lakers, Philadelphia 76ers red or blue and the New York Knicks, the performance of each
Team of the classic features.



Related news
Nike KD 5 black and orange color photo Blue team 2013-12-08 22:36:56 available information before we introduce in the preseason
thunder headed star Durant played the game wearing KD 5 information, but today, this latest signature shoe models available
information also will be exposed, this KD 5 once again return to the high-top design, Durant, he said this is strongly required uppers
with hyperfuse Technology, stretch lace system and before Zoom Air heel palm of gold with Max Air, learned that this thunder away
color of KD 5 will be officially on sale December 8, 2012, issue price of $ 110.
Nike LeBron 9 new personal customized version Pictures 2013-12-08 22:32:45
Each pair of shoes behind individual customized version there will be a topic of concern, called "can wear the art" a customized
version of Nike LeBron 9 by Jonathon Carrington hands. Jonathan interpretation of the life and death through color represent two
extreme emotional to Miami Nights for the custom base color, shoe body with warm orange to purple gradient effect, to gradually
change a shoe head Skull starting from the heel. Jonathon Carrington few custom shoes for everyone in the website pkstudios12
purchase.
Nike LeBron 9 "What the LeBron" color foot Spy Shots on 2013-12-08 22:27:24
Maybe a lot of shoes, fans and LeBron fans are beginning to discuss a variety of colors from Nike LeBron 10, but do not forget,
LeBron 9 there is a "What the LeBron" color, but this particular version is not just conjecture or personal customization of the product,
because LeBron appeared in Shanghai at the same time, the entourage was fit to take on this kind of color feet spy, although is not
clear, but we can still see the gradient color, fancy shoelaces, and MVP large suite Elite similar decorative golden heel.
The main summer Nike NM running shoes, Roshe, recently released a new "Dot" series to do note. Just as its name implies, new
series in the design to "polka dots" as the spindle, bring a total of varsity Maze/White-Black, red White/Black-Action, Black/White-
Wolf grey and green Strike/Black-White Quad color, a profusion of color combination is to meet the holiday atmosphere, as for the
blessing of nm sole unit and also for shoes bring excellent wearing experience. It is reported that the Dot series will be in July 4th,
such as the Titolo and other designated retailers, please look forward to.
The new design surprise appearance Nike Dunk High LR 2013-12-08 22:06:17
Olympic year and the anniversary of the arrival of Air Force 1, Dunk series and did not let it slow down and continue to introduce new
models. The Dunk Hi shoes of different from the past, Vulc Lunarlon midsole and insole, this match has no shortage of innovative
mind, we can say it all themselves. Suitable color aspect of Las Vegas UNLV University of classic colors color, the material body of
the shoe has been unable to attract more eyeballs! The new design makes quite looking forward to the end under a shoe Dunk it!
; ; ; Chinese shoes Network October 27 hearing, the previous Japanese fashion shoe shop atmos worked with adidas to launch
SS80'S G-SNK joint series, this also published subsequent "ZX8000 G-SNK" 2 generations. ZX8000 is the exclusive version of the
original German as the center of the European circle published quite popular. This pair of shoes this cooperation with the version on
sale in Europe before different, all-black color, and at the upper use of snakeskin material, and in which is equipped with a
fluorescent material, can bloom at night ghostly green, quite Unique.
Recently, well-known sports brand NIKE in its Oregon has released four innovative technology Beaverton headquarters. The new
products are designed to enhance the body's ability runners itself, its design is based on Nike "NATURE AMPLIFIED (excitation
potential)" concept, and this concept by focusing on the collection of scientific data, and by athletes understand the condition, the
body's natural exploration rhythm. The conference launched the Nike Free Flyknit and Nike Free Hyperfeel two running shoes, as well
as the simultaneous debut Aeroloft with Dri-FIT Knit Series Treadmills clothing.
Rick Owens for adidas footwear collaboration this pioneer American fashion designer with adidas has been the focus of footwear
industry. In a recent Paris Fashion Week Rick Owens also announced its adidas x Rick Owens 2015 spring and summer series
footwear line. The Fan series to Superstar, Springblade and other shoes for the design blueprint, to subvert the image of the sports
shoes, flamboyant design, the use of leather and nylon plastic construction out of the avant-garde style. This time the series will be
available beginning next year, interested friends may pay more attention. ;
vans this matter in fashionable streets or sport for so many years, not only survived classic shoes, the recent official Vans Classics
2014 holiday series single product, and the name "Tobacco", as the name suggests is designed on from brown tobacco Get inspired
a whole are presented in brown. The shoes selected the most classic Era, Old School, Half Cab, three contour, high quality suede
and nubuck materials to create a unique sense of depth. It will be the focus of a retro shoes. This time the series has been on sale in
its official shop, interested friends may pay more attention. ;
The famous Italian sports brand LOTTO recent years has been working with the Mainland artists and fashion brands closely, and this
year invited to the trend of the brand ONETONE, in order to break through the end of the concept of joint family to bring shoes. The
joint family includes reproduce the Wing Tips Boots, Slip on, Chukka, Loafer and other classic shoes, mounted on a color more
different bold color combinations, will represent the color "power of hope," the imparting different products previous vitality. ; 

The joint family was LOTTO franchised stores and counters on sale.
NIKE legendary designer Tinker Hatfield, Nike CEO Mark Parker, fashion godfather Hiroshi Fujiwara Hiroshi Fujiwara, the three
heroes are planning to build HTM has been the sensational news of its footwear industry. The Fan NIKE brand their current hot shoes
Nike Free Mercurial Superfly HTM launched a new color design "Volt". Fluorescent color of shoes, more eye-catching bright, cutting-
edge technologies unique sensation of movement, and has begun gradually overwhelmed shoes on sale at its designated store,
which sells for $ 1,599 Hong Kong dollars, interested friends may pay more attention.
highly anticipated shoe fans NIKE SB Zoom Stefan Janoski "Tiger Stripe Pack & quot; finally established its grand sale news, this
wave Zoom Stefan Janoski" Tiger Stripe Pack & quot; begin build canvas shoes, covered with tiger surface decoration for the
design, including a low-key black and gray as the style, and the other 2 places full of stunning color gradient design features, cleverly
showing a gorgeous sense of design and imaginative. This wave Zoom Stefan Janoski "Tiger Stripe Pack & quot; will have sales in
the Nike SB in each store, you want to buy shoes fans can get Please note 
.
Air Jordan 2 Josh Howard Mavericks PE eBay now sell 2013-12-08 22:28:59 Jordan Brand of PE has been a lot of collectors in
droves collection of the best, but we are in front of this pair Air Jordan 2 PE everyone knows its owner Who is it? Want to know the
answer, shoes standard is our only clue that this double embroidered with "J5" word Mavericks matching Air Jordan 2 PE is a 2008
product, that period, the Mavericks wore jersey No. 5 is Josh Howard, which is true masters of this pair of PE shoes. This pair of Air
Jordan 2 Josh Howard Mavericks PE now eBay sale. Like a friend can go to look.



Air Jordan VI "Think Pink" personal customized version 2013-12-08 22:15:35
Air Jordan VI can be described as one of the hearts of countless fans AJ classic shoes, and recently the online exposure of Air
Jordan VI "Think Pink" individual presents a customized version of the Air Jordan VI past completely different style. This custom
version with pink and shades of color, quite a bit "of breast cancer," the theme of the meaning of the tongue is used in the design
black white dots. It is at the upper gray background color of white dots. Vamp near the heel, there was a similar white ribbon logo.
June new sports players NIKE AIR SCORCH PLUS performance-oriented affordable
2004-05-28 10:59:29 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; Print ; Close 
Model - Color: 309043-161 English name: AIR SCORCH PLUS key technologies : full-grain leather upper, covered in palm
enhanced design provides additional support angle. Full length PHYLON wrapped midsole and heel cushion pad to play a good role.
Anti-torsion chassis palm provide extra stability. Durable rubber outsole. The ability to have a good performance basketball shoes.
White / Campus Red MSRP: 490.00

Related news
[Chinese shoes Network - when the new equipment]! Is not only a sport utility vehicle, mankind will run to limit the field for training
shoes, Nike launched Run Trail cross-country basis in the Free Hyperfeel released earlier on. Hyperfeel communicating with and
design, but the upper surface of the cap to a more robust attack against its off-road jogging to brutal adjustments, the shoe remains
Lunarlon insole Free cutting design configuration to maintain comfort, waffles engraved Shading so that the sole more wear, like a
friend may wish to look. 
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Hanon x New Balance M1500HF "Chosen Few" Cooperation shoes debut 2013-12-08 22:22:57
; well-known shoe shop Hanon again with New Balance, introduced to M1500HF design version of "Chosen Few" shoes. This shoe
body with a dark blue mesh material for the base material, followed by the upper mix of gray, royal blue, light blue and black suede
material, very layered. Over white midsole and outsole also consistent with the shoe body color matching decorative, printed with a
joint information to indicate the identity of the insole, this section is expected to comprehensive on sale August 31.
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